Bald Day Tradition Continues with 118 Shiny Tops

118 Freshmen had their heads pruned in eighteen hours on Sunday, March 3. The freshman class voted to conduct the Bald Day before the spring break.

The class broke the record set by the Class of 1997 with 48 girls shaved with a new record of 53 girls. The old record of 87 bald boys (Class of 1994) remains unbroken with only 65 boys.

Divided into two shearing sessions, the first session lasted from midnight till nine a.m. at the Ely Auditorium. The second session lasted from noon till 9 p.m. in the Krug Hall lobby. According to the Bald Day committee, the two nine-hour session symbolized the number 99 - which represented the Class of 1999.

The Ely Auditorium was packed with people who came to witness the traditional Bald Day. With waving hands and big smiles, friends and relatives participated in the ritual by helping some freshman cut or shave their hair.

Marie Shook, the first person to be bald, said, "I am very proud of the Class of 1999 for their hard work and support. Some of them did not want to shave their heads but they helped us anyway. I want to thank them for their participation in this event."

Shook's mother helped shave her daughter's hair. An unidentified classmate said that "She [Shook's mother] seemed very jittery and it took her forever to do it."

Adam Ybarra, the first male and the second person to be bald, said, "It felt great to have my head shaven because it was about time for me to get rid of my long hair."

A large banner showing the Bison without its mane hung in the background. On its side, two bed sheets was draped with 'Hair Memories' written on them. After each person shaved, they taped a clipping of their hair to the sheet and wrote their names along with their comments.

Many bald freshmen often reached up to feel their heads. Reactions among freshmen varied but most of them felt positive about it. Some of the freshmen said that they were proud that they were able to continue the tradition of the Bald Day.
Rape Prevention a Concern on Campus

Part I

Dragan Jaksic
Guest Reporter

Promotions of rape and sexual misconduct awareness are too often ignored or neglected by some Gallaudet students until it happens to them. According to Sue Hanrahan, Assistant Director of Judicial Affairs, and Jennifer Joseph, Coordinator of Health Promotion and Education, there is an effort on the part of Student Development officers regarding promotion of rape and sexual misconduct awareness, but some Gallaudet students ignore the efforts.

Joseph said that workshops have been provided during the New Student Orientation (NSO) programs. She said that the problem was that many students chose not to attend the workshops, even though attendance is mandatory. Joseph explained that it played a factor in a lack of sexual misconduct awareness workshops.

An additional problem, according to Joseph, lies in the difficulty of finding time that would accommodate every student’s schedule, as well as in the inconveniences such as closing of school during planned workshops due to snow.

“We need to inform the students that we have options available to those who want counseling, and that there are alternatives for those who do not want counseling. Joseph said that the people working in DOSS, Student Health Services (SHS), University Counseling Center, University Campus Ministries, Student Life, Judicial Affairs, and Health Promotion and Education offices, are trained to handle rape cases.

Brochures on rape and sexual harassment prevention have been distributed at the beginning of the academic year via post office boxes and electronic mail. Joseph said that some students tend to delete the e-mails or neglect reading the brochures until they become victims of rape or sexual misconduct incidences.

“This also applies to other violations,” said Hanrahan. “The students do not read the student handbook and the codes of conduct until the situation happens.”

The rape and sexual harassment reports are regularly filed each semester, and alcohol often plays a major role in the cases.

“We can reduce the incidences, but not stop it,” said Joseph. “It is very difficult to stop it completely because of alcohol. Self-defense skills become no good when a person is intoxicated. Alcohol complicates things so much.”

According to statistics provided by Hanrahan, sixteen rape or sexual harassment charges have been filed last semester, and in eight of these cases, alcohol played a part. Out of all these cases, three had been dropped.

In some cases, if a person has been found responsible of a particular aggression, one-on-one sessions with Joseph are held, in an effort to make the person understand why such actions are not tolerable, according to Hanrahan.

“The more severe the case is, the harsher the consequences are,” said Hanrahan.

She also explained that it is customary for a filed case to take a week to reach the Judicial Board hearing; the necessary documents take five to seven days to be processed; the evidence to be taken into account; and a hearing to be scheduled.

“It can be resolved sooner if the guy admits [the deed],” said Hanrahan.

Joseph said that she desires for any of these incidences to end and that any ideas on improving this topic will be welcomed. “Any ideas will be taken seriously. This is an issue that I care deeply about and I know others feel the same way. I don’t want another student in my office sharing their story.”

Any student wishing to send their ideas or would like someone to talk to can do so by e-mailing Jennifer Joseph at JMJOSEPH.
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Second Town Hall Meeting on Crime Held
Dragan Jaksic Guest Reporter

On May 1st, a second Town Hall Meeting on Crime was held in the Multi-Purpose Room at the Ely Center, hosted by Student Body Government (SBG) President Neil McDevitt. McDevitt who also acted as a mediator for a panel of five people who helped share information about possible additional security measures in light of a stabbing of a Gallaudet student on February 25th on campus before a large audience. Gallaudet President L. King Jordan attended the town meeting.

The panel, included David Simmons, SBG Vice-President; Roy Resse, Vice-President of Academic Affairs; Carl Pramuk, Director of Student Development; and Bernard Holt, Director of Department of Safety and Security (DOSS), covered a variety of topics that pertained to the increase of campus security and student safety.

Various issues was discussed related to topics such as whether security officers should or should not carry firearms; possible installations of security cameras at each gate entrance; establishment of strict identification checks of every student who enters the campus premises; and whether more people who work at the DOSS should learn American Sign Language.

African-American Students Reflect on Black History Month
Erin Whitney News Reporter

After the celebration of the Black History Month last month, some African-American Gallaudet students felt that the events succeeded in educating the public about their African heritage.

The festivities, sponsored by Black Def Student Union (BDSU), featured prominent African-American figures such as Dr. Reginald Wilson, Senior Scholar of the American Council on Education since 1988, and Franklin Abraham Sonn, South African Ambassador to the United States. They provided lectures about differing topics such as: education and minorities; Nation of Islam leader Louis Farrakhan; affirmative action; and civil rights for minorities.

BDSU President Alex Jones said, "Our hard work paid off from day one. We started planning these events for Black History Month starting in November of last year."

"The efforts of Gallaudet students, as well as the offices of the President, Multi-Cultural Student Programs, Pre-College National Mission Programs, Department of Publications and Production, and Black Def Student Union have made it a successful Black History Month."

"My most favorite event was the gospel concert," said BDSU's Angela Roberts, who chaired the festivities. "Gospel is a big thing with the black community, so we had outside performers attend."

Continued on pp. 5

Election Week Issues Discussed at SC Meeting
Dragan Jaksic Guest Reporter

A Student Congress (SC) meeting was held at the Merrill Learning Center on March 6th. During the meeting, issues mostly related to the Election Week were brought up and talked over among the attending representatives.

Calling the meeting to order, SC Speaker David Eberwein swore in four new representatives. He then praised Election Week Chair David Kurs for his work with the Election Week preparations, and wished everyone in the audience a nice and safe Spring Break.

Vice-Speaker Jack Busenback said that he “didn’t have anything to say,” except to remind the representatives that a SC meeting is scheduled on March 20th, a week after the Spring Break vacation.

Class of 1996 representative Earl Parks then took the floor, informing the representatives that an estimated figure of $22,350 will be spent on the Rock Festival festivities, and that $8,000 of this money will be spent on bands, and $4,000 will be disbursed toward the technology, such as strobe lights.

These figures are based on the estimated ticket sales which will be done shortly before the RIT/Gally, of the RIT/Gally events, according to Parks.

Student Body Government (SBG) President Neil McDevitt, Jr. then went before the audience, saying that he had a busy week at the SBG offices; attending matters regarding RIT/Gally, Rock Festival, and Town House events.

He also informed the audience of the problem that New York School for the Deaf is facing right now; the possible passage of legislation that would close the school and ten other institutions for the deaf in New York.

"I encourage you to sign the petition protesting this," he said. "Be sure you do this before Friday [March 8th]."

He also added that Graduate school students will be moving to Carlin Hall next year, and that some wings in the building will be assigned to them.

Kicking off the new business, McDevitt asked to pass the motion that would revise Article 6, Section 6 of the SBG Constitution that would allow Greek Week festivities to be held without any other fundraising affairs.

Jelfeiers then took the floor, saying that there should be a revision in the Election Week by-laws that asks an incumbent SBG President to write down guidelines concerning the Election Week procedures.

Some discussion was generated among the representatives, some of them feeling that this revision would promote an “abuse of power” from the SBG executive branch.

McDevitt responded, expressing that he doesn’t feel that this revision would be feasible, because “papers tend to lose in the [SBG] offices very easily.”

Having said that, he asked the representatives to decide whether SBG should pay for the extra Resident Advisors during the Rock Festival occasions. The representatives eventually felt that SBG had no responsibility for the particular task.

Parks then made a motion to ask the executive branch to nominate an Assistant Business Manager by the next SC meeting, and it was approved after some discussion.

Finally, Election Week Chair Kurs said that Election Week preparations are well underway, and that posters and flyers will be posted after the Spring Break.

The meeting was then adjourned at 7:54 pm, with everyone wishing each other a safe Spring Break.

Continued on pp. 5

South African Ambassador Sonn Speaks
Dragan Jaksic Guest Reporter

On March 1st, South African Ambassador to the United States Franklin Abraham Sonn spoke before a large audience in the Multi-Purpose Room. The event marked the closing of the Black Heritage Month celebration.

Lindsay Dunn, Special Assistant to the President for Diversity and Community Relations, welcomed everyone who attended the event, saying that he hoped that education regarding black heritage is still "wowing," and that everyone would learn a little more from Sonn’s speech about the transpitations in South Africa.

Gallaudet President L. King Jordan congratulated Dunn and all the people who helped make the Black Heritage Month celebration a success.

Sonn then took the podium, joking that he pities Jordan because of all the difficulty of being a president, and that he would rather be an ambassador any day over being a president of a university.

He then said that he was impressed by how well the United States upheld its Constitution, and stressed the importance of addressing the problems of being a black man; the concept of respect in any community; and speaking out against their oppressors.

He spoke about Nelson Mandela, currently South African President, and how he overcame his long imprisonment in prison to succeed in African politics.

According to Sonn, Mandela provided "hope for a civilization where no one will feel threatened by each other."

Concluding his speech, he thanked Jordan for his leadership, and everyone who helped make the Black History Month celebration a success.

Continued on pp. 5
Gallaudet University is the only fully accredited liberal arts university for deaf and hard of hearing people in the world! Our School of Education and Human Services is currently recruiting deaf, hard of hearing, hearing and minority graduate students for the outstanding programs listed below.

In addition to the program approvals noted, ALL Gallaudet School of Education and Human Services programs are accredited by the National Council on Accreditation of Teacher Education (NCATE). Gallaudet University is also accredited by Middle States Association (MSA). Substantial student financial aid is available for many School of Education and Human Services graduate programs.

**Offering:**

**Administration and Supervision**
- M.S. in Administration (CEC Approved)
- Ed.S. in Instructional Supervision (CEC Approved)
- Ph.D. in Special Education Administration and Supervision (CEC Approved)
- [Pending] Certificate of Executive Management and Leadership

**Counseling**
- M.A. in Rehabilitation Counseling (CORE Accredited)
- M.A. in School Counseling and Guidance (CACREP Accredited, State/NASDTEC Approved)
- M.A. in School Counseling and Guidance (Summers Only) (CACREP Accredited, State/NASDTEC Approved)
- M.A. in Mental Health Counseling (CACREP Accredited)
- [Pending] Certificate in Counseling with Persons Who are Deaf and Hard of Hearing

**Education**
- M.A. in Education: Program in General Deaf Education (State/NASDTEC, CED, & CEC Approved)
- M.A. in Education: Accelerated Program in Deaf Education (State/NASDTEC, CED, & CEC Approved)
- M.A. in Education: Advanced Studies in Deafness (CEC Approved)
- M.A. in Education: Special Programs in Deafness (individuals seeking teacher certification) (CEC Approved)
- Ed.S. (Educational Specialist) in Deafness (CEC Approved)
- Ph.D. in Education: Deafness (CEC Approved)
- Non-degree Teacher Certification Programs (CEC Approved)

For an application, catalog and a faculty call back please contact:

Gallaudet University = School of Education and Human Services
Dr. William P. McCrone, Interim Dean = 800 Florida Avenue NE
Washington, DC 20002-3695 = or call 202-651-5520 (TTY/Voice)
or e-mail sehss@gallua.gallaudet.edu

---

**Election Week Schedule**

**Monday, March 25**
Debate Night at Upper Cafeteria

**Tuesday, March 26**
Bull Session at Upper Cafeteria

**Wednesday, March 27**
Election Day- part one at Ely Center Alcove

**Thursday, March 28**
Election Day- part two Ely Center Alcove
Announcement of the winning team and Reception at Abbey's

**Your Vote Makes A Difference! Vote!**
Reflections Continued from page 3

The spirit was tremendous and very inspirational. The students expressed a desire for this to be an annual event. BDSU Vice-President Alisha Bingham said, "The play 'Laying of Hands' with [former Gallaudet student Michelle Banks] was really great, even though it couldn't continue through the weekend because of the [snowy] weather. A lot of people took the risk to show up for the Friday evening event. We were pleased with the students' enthusiasm for volunteering as ushers for the play."

"The number of students who volunteered to be ushers, hosts, and hostesses were high, but there were only a few during the planning process," said Roberts, concluding by thanking all who participated in the gospel events.

Sonn Continued from page 3

his opportunity to speak before an audience.

David Simmons, a native South African, spoke how people in his mother land looked upon people with disabilities: "In South Africa, my name is Deaf. In America, my name is David."

Sonn said [in response to Simmons' comment], "I don't sign. I didn't understand but what you said touched me."

He promised to work with Mandela to promote awareness to deaf South American students. Jordan then spoke about the need to respect different cultures, "If that is done, strong communities would prevail. We all could learn from each other."

Black Deaf Student Union President Alex Jones then said that these issues were important, and that respect is vital if different cultures are to co-exist with each other.

Dunn then talked about how South Africa and Gallaudet University have a lot in common, because of the diversity of cultures within them, and stressed that it was essential that all Gallaudet students take example in Mandela's efforts to unite differing cultures and to end apartheid and racism.

Simmons explained how overwhelmed he was by what was going on in South Africa and shameful by the treatment of black people by the white people there.

After the speech ended, the spectators adjourned to the Multipurpose Room for a reception. Many of the members of the audience felt that Sonn's speech was informative and inspirational.
Cut 4,201 Schools?

Robert D. Traina, Jr.

I am writing to express my sincere concern about the exclusion of New York State funding for eleven schools including Lexington, Fanwood, Mill Neck Manor, Rochester, St. Francis de Sales, St. Joseph's, Saint Mary's, Henry Viscardi, Cleary, New York Institute for Special Education, and Lavelle School for the Blind and Visually Impaired.

The new elected governor George Pataki who took over the cabinet last year by winning over an incumbent Mario Cuomo, the ex-governor of New York for 12 years. Pataki has proposed the elimination of funding for 4201 Schools that would force school districts to pay for most of the costs of educating children.

The consequence of this would be the refusal by many districts to send children to one of its 4201 New York Deaf Schools Schools. This proposal would mean that the very existence of their schools are threatened and the parents of Deaf children would be forced to “start over” in convincing school districts to provide for their children’s educational needs.

How will we convince the governor’s decision regarding to this funding? We can! We also need to convince the legislators that the historic support of the 4201 Schools by the New York State for 175 years cannot be eliminated.

Miss Deaf New York, Jennifer Labriola, and I would like to collect your signatures for the petition. It will be held effectively at the Student Body Government of Deaf Issues Department. We would also gather more than 1,500 complaints following to this matter. “We cannot afford to lose this funding because other states might follow!” said Labriola.

The Albany rally will be held by alumni, legislators, faculties, parents, students, and teachers on Tuesday, March 12, 1996 at the Capitol from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. For more information, please contact Stephen G. Younger, NYCCAD President at (718) 899-8800 TTY/Voice. Now we know about this reality, this funding must be restored that also cannot be eliminated because we know there are not possible for the school districts to take care of these children’s needs. Otherwise, should we allow them to fall apart with out your support? I don’t think we should.

The Buff and Blue welcomes letters from its readers. Letters can be on any articles, topic, or subject that the reader feels is of interest to the campus community. Letters may be sent through E-mail to Editor-in-Chief Tiffany Green at 12TGREEN, sent to the Buff and Blue at PO Box 2334, or left at the Buff and Blue office, room B21A in Krug Hall. All letters must be legible and signed by the author.

Organ & Tissue Donation

Share your life. Share your decision.

My wife, Kathy, died real suddenly from a brain aneurysm. She was 29 years old. There was no warning. We had not discussed organ and tissue donation. I wish we had talked about it because I didn’t know if I was doing what she wanted. I thought we were young and had a lot of years in front of us. But we didn’t.” For your free brochure about organ and tissue donation, call 1-800-355-SHARE.
**The Wiz Quiz:**

**Tease Your Brain and Test Your Cultural Literacy**

by Leonard P. Kelly, Ph.D.
Research Scientist
Center for Studies in Education and Human Development
Gallaudet Research Institute

Wiz Quiz questions are based primarily on information contained in “The Dictionary of Cultural Literacy: What Every American Needs to Know**. This is a book that contains much information that speakers, signers, and writers expect their audiences to know in our society. The questions give you at least two clues to the correct answer.


1. Literature: It was not a *little* accomplishment in literature that brought Meg, Jo, Beth, and Amy to our attention. Name this book by Alcott.

2. Literature: Alfred Lord Tennyson and William Wordsworth are two men whose literary laurels allowed them to occupy what official position as England’s foremost poet?

3. Art and History: The most recognized version of what famous scene from the American Revolution was rendered by German painter Emmanuel Leutze who used American tourists to pose as his soldiers and Germany’s Rhine River in place of the Delaware?

4. World Politics: What award do these “noble” people have in common: Manachem Begin, Anwar Sadat, Mother Theresa, Lech Walesa, and Desmond Tutu?

5. Sports Quotes: “When the going gets tough, the tough get going” was first uttered by a coach who once had four horsemen and a Gipper on his teams. Name him.

**ANSWERS**

1. Little Women
2. Poet Laureate
3. Washington Crossing the Delaware
4. Nobel Peace Prize
5. Knute Rockne

---

**Random Acts of Thinking**

by M.G.

A student was stabbed two weekends ago by an off-campus perpetrator and this seems to get everyone nervous about the rising crime on-campus and off-campus. I know, my readers, that this is fairly old news. I should have written about it last week, but I can’t write a nice, unhurried, 800 words article 23 minutes before the deadline and hand it in, unshaven and in my frog pajamas. Leonardo da Vinci was not expected to draw stick people on the ceiling of the Sistine chapel. Back to the point—Washington crime. Like most of you, I am also worried about this issue. I live off-campus myself, a gunshot distance from Gallaudet, and walk with fear of someone, like the unfortunate student, wanting to show me the finer points of carving. I don’t want to get killed and then reincarnate into a pair of arch supports. Death is frightening enough itself—there are too many unanswered questions about the after-life. Will I get lost on my way there? How will I send a post card? Who will do my laundry?

I am from Canada (yes, the place with the snow, polar bears, bear and hockey games. However, I am not a lumberjack who sings Monty Python’s “The Lumberjack Song.” My broom-stick arms would barely lift the ax without me getting a hernia.) Back home, I never really had to worry about such dangerous things as guns, knives and Gallaudet’s cafeteria food. (Getting mauled by a grizzly bear in Canada is another story. You can’t fool one by offering it a small role in a Walt Disney movie. The pay is too low.) In the meantime, the drug infestation, pollution, and crime in Washington is making Bosnia look like a good vacation spot these days, as long as you are able to duck the bullets whizzing past your ear.

In the meantime, Gallaudet is stuck here in the slums of Washington. One obvious problem is Gallaudet’s fence. It provides some protective deterrent, but there have been too many reports of off-campus criminals climbing over the fence from West Virginia Avenue and Sixth Street. They often go into the basement of the parking lots and break into the cars there. At night, there have been cases of people who broke into the buildings on campus and stole computer equipment. DOSS is trying their best to protect us but they don’t have X-ray vision.

There are few solutions that pop into my mind that could rectify this problem with the fence. One idea is string barbed wire along the top of the fence. Another is to call for a bright flood light. Around the perimeter. We need cameras that would do the surveillance work on the troublesome spots around the fence. One juicy idea that one student gave in last week’s Buff and Blue was to have an electric fence. We could electrify the top half of the fence so that ingenious pedestrians and pilfering poodles don’t get fried. The would-be criminal climbs the fence and when he touches the top half—zap! Barbecued criminals, anyone? With the barred wire, flood lights, electric fence, cameras, we get ourselves a maximum security prison. Well, it only feels like that (you’ll all eventually graduate, so hold your pants). The chances of the boards of trustees paying for such things are about the same as the Washington Redskins winning next year’s Super Bowl.

Given the money, the board will probably spend it on building the Fruit Loops Conference Center. What can we do to protect ourselves? Short of arming ourselves to the teeth and looking like attack hamsters with hearing aids, there are two strange things we can employ.

The exploding wallet: You carry two wallets, your usual one and a special one. Around the wallet is kept in a safe, inaccessible pocket and is the one that holds your money and other important papers, such as your beer coupons. The special wallet is what you reach for when someone with a gun tells you to hand it over. When the wallet is moved 50 meters away from its owner, it will explode. Just like you see in the Road Runner cartoons. End of the thief’s career.

The Lai-pai defense: A largely unknown martial arts move, it is employed when you are confronted by a potential mugger. When you are approached by someone who demands you to hand over your life savings, you grab him and give him cha-cha dancing lessons. This move is effective in that it will momentarily confuse your mugger, giving you enough time to hop him with a frozen fish. Or else, move to Northwest Territories and learn to live off fish and elk and bad Beachcombers reruns. You just need to watch out for polar bears, who will see you as lunch. This will be better than having to duck bullets. Better still, hire Bekka the girl warrior to protect us all, dragon or no dragon. (I am not a pervert, just a nice, normal guy who thinks that the drawings are of good quality. Honest.)

---

The Buff and Blue is starting an advice column under “Dear Amy.” Letters are welcome and can be sent to The Buff and Blue, P.O. 2334.
Expressions

Robbers

Patrick Kilgallon
Features Editor

(A mother is driving a car and her twelve years old son, Roger, is sitting next to her.)

Roger: (Indignantly) Do we really have to go shopping tonight?

Mother: (Firmly) Yes, you need new pants. The old ones are too tight and I'm tired of you going to school in sweatpants. We had a discussion about that this morning.

Roger: (Mumbles) More like an argument.

(Mother shakes her head and rolls down the window. She smells deeply.)

Mother: Mmmmm, could smell the Dunkin Donuts.

Roger: Don't say that.

Mother: What? It just smells good. Is that okay with you?

Roger: Come on, Mom.

Mother: If you're worried about your diet, it just baby fats.

Roger: Mom, I'm twelve!

Mother: Look, I was just making a comment; just because you're miserable doesn't mean I have to be.

Roger: Okay, okay.

(Silence)

Mother: How was the Valentine dance at school?

Roger: (Grimly) I don't want to talk about it.

(Another moment of silence)

Roger: I wished I hadn't eaten all that peanut butter sandwiches today. I was really upset when Dad came home from work with McDonald food after I was doing jumping jacks. He took all that time I spent working out.

Mother: (Forlorn) You'd just wanted to surprise you. Besides you seemed to enjoy eating all these chicken nuggets and large french fries. (Teasing) And you nearly bit your little brother's hand off when he tried to steal a sip from your chocolate milkshake.

Roger: You shouldn't do stuff like this. Buying junk food. I couldn't help myself.

Mother: But your little brother always ask for them. You're not the only one in the family.

Roger: But it gets me crazy, the Pop Tarts in the cupboard, the popcorn in the cabinet, and marshmallows in the drawers. When I'm alone in the house I get all funny and empty inside then I eat and eat. Then I feel fat and ugly. (Raises voice in frustration.) Beside I'm kinda dreading the sale lady going 'My, the little gentleman need to go to the husky department.' (In a normal voice) Or stout or whatever the nice word they got for "fat piece of crap."

Mother: (Laughs quietly) Roger! I think you're funny, smart and good looking.

Roger: No.

Mother: Yes, you are. What about that girl you like at school? Do you see her at the dance?

Roger: Yeah.

Mother: (Slyly) Dance with her?

Roger: (Mournfully) No.

Mother: How come?

Roger: (Explodes) Because I'm fat, that why! I keep looking in the mirror in the bathroom, thinking how I couldn't stuff my shirt down, and fasten the new blue jeans you bought last month. My face is all porky and I hate myself. (Hits his thigh and then slams his hands on the dashboard in frustration.)

Mother: Now Roger...

Roger: And you! You keep stealing my life away! Every time you buy these great foods, I can't help myself. I couldn't play any sport and- and one time... Dad took me out in the back yard and asked me all worried like if I was a sissy boy. (Sobbing) I just said, "No, Dad, I'm just fat."

Mother: (Mutters to herself) Going to have a discussion with Dad tonight. (Sighs) Okay, fine. From now on, I'll get a lock and put the junk foods in one place. I'll lock it and only Howie will be allowed to have a key to that place. If you eat the food, I will punish you by not letting you watch T.V. Maybe then, you'll be happy.

Roger: No it won't work. (Smiles through tears) I'll probably torture him till he gives me the combination. Forget it Mom, I'm just tired.

Mother: Let forget shopping tonight. You looked really upset tonight. Want to stop for doughnuts? I'm just going crazy with the smell. Want some yourself?

(Turns steering wheel around and drives.)

Roger: I guess so... (Wipes at his eyes) Can I have chocolate covered. Two?

Mother: Of course you can.

---

Don't You Hate It When...

by Lauren Clarke

-You are a keynote speaker for a workshop and make a lot of preparations and arrive only to find that there is a lack of interest by your projected audience?

-You are single and loving it, yet people insist that you've "got to meet this really cool person! You'll really like him"??

-You go home for Christmas, eat well, sleep better, and make New Year's resolution only to come back to Gallaudet and watch all of that disappear?

-The Great Bookstore Sale conflicts with your heaviest day of classes/work?

-You are supposed to meet someone at 8 p.m. and because you both forgot to name the place to meet, both of you are on the runaround and missing each other, losing one hour in the process?
The Buff and Blue

WANTS YOU!
NOW HIRING FOR THE 1996-1997 ACADEMIC YEAR.

EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
The Buff and Blue EIC is responsible for overseeing staff of 10-15 people. Is responsible for overall content of newspaper; acts as official representative of the paper. May be responsible for some editing, writing. EIC should have strong writing/public relations skills, and interpersonal skills. Completion of English 290 a plus. Previous newspaper/journalism experience a plus.
20 hours/week minimum.

MANAGING EDITOR
The Managing Editor of the Buff and Blue manages the BnB staff on a daily basis. Is responsible for office management, supervising layout, maintaining deadlines, editing articles and is second to EIC and must work closely with EIC and Business Manager.
20 hours/week minimum.

BUSINESS MANAGER
The Business Manager oversees the Buff and Blue budget and payroll. Is responsible for maintaining BnB finances, accounts. Must have accounting and budgeting skills. Accounting major a plus.
20 hours/week minimum.

ADVERTISING MANAGER
Advertising for the Buff and Blue involves both on and off campus advertising. The Buff and Blue’s Advertising Manager is responsible for recruiting and keeping advertisers, developing ad possibilities and placing their businesses in the newspaper. Also will deal with revenues that come from advertisers.
Gallaudet University's Student Television Production presents:

Florida Avenue

Episode #1
"Moving In"

Want to see something different and exciting on campus?

Right after Spring Break, the first episode of FLORIDA AVENUE will be aired on Tuesday, March 19th, 1996!

The episode will be shown at Ely Center at 12:30 p.m. and at the Abbey at 5 p.m.

The episode also will be aired at 9 p.m. and 11 p.m. on Gallaudet Cable on Channel 27

Did you ever wonder how a group of six crazy zany Gallaudet students and non-students (three men and three women) ever agree to sharing an apartment on Florida Avenue?

Watch the premiere episode!

Contact: Kimberly A. Minard, Public Relations Director
E-mail: 11KMINARD@gallua.gallaudet.edu
DON'T YOU DARE TRY TO TELL ME TO JUST SAY NO.

THE REAL REASON I CHOOSE NOT TO GET WASTED HAS NOTHING TO DO WITH YOUR PANDERING SCARE TACTICS OR THIRD GRADE CATCH PHRASES.

I SIMPLY DON'T WANT TO HURT ANYONE.

END OF STORY.

for more information about alcohol and other drugs, please contact NEW DIRECTIONS e-mail ewsterling or stop by Ely Center Room 228.
Women’s Final Four:

#5 Vedettes upset #1 Mixed Confusion, 42-39.
#3 Far Side beat #2 Tossed Salad, 49-45.


Vedettes- Brandy Tetalf 18, labrioca 4, Tiffany Leedsen 4, Lauren Clark 6, Cece Garrett 5, Adrienne Kassel 2, Kim Wallis 3.


Tossed Salad- Nikki Surber 4, Dyan Kovacs 19, Leslie Tanda 22.

The women championship will be between #5 Vedettes and #3 Far Side tomorrow night at 7pm at Hughes Gym.

Men’s Final Four:

Black Coffee 88, Camels 59
DOC 69, Net Burners 52

Black Coffee-Marcus Washington 22, Mike Kent 14, Chris Allen 6, PJ Deas 8, Nick Lallane 16, David 2, Alex Archie 6, Ben Baylor 12, Joey Braddock 2.

Camels- Jan Stuhar 14, Dan Yeager 8, Russ Stein 7, Dave Hocker 14, Tim Roberts 14, Branton Stewart 2.


DOC- Bippus 18, Hamilton 15, Kovacs 10, Gonzales 6, Riberia 14, Ercolino 2, Langbein 2, Bravin 1.

The Final for men will be between #1 Black Coffee and #2 DOC tomorrow night at the Hughes Gym and it is set at 8:15pm.

Women’s wildcard playoff:

#3 Far Side 43, #6 Talons 18
#5 Vedettes 35 #4 MSSDers 28

Far Side-Christy Sharpsteen 2, Letty Perez 17, Noni Warner 6, Cindi Landers 6, Lisa Ferr 10.

Talons- Ursula Schultz 4, Jessie Adner 2, Amy Novotny 8, Jenny Lin 4.

Good Luck to both finalists!

WANTED:

Reporters Photographers Writers

See us in Krug

House for Rent!
Large four bedrooms, Basement and Garage.
Front Porch Three Blocks from Gallaudet
$925 plus utilities
(301) 340-8967